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Getting Started with Bartender
Welcome to Bartender, the next generation subcontractor comparison solution. Bartender builds
on the success of our Subcontractor Comparison Program (SCP); and is being developed to
offer you the powerful functionality of SCP, improved, enhanced, and delivered in a fresh and
innovative way.
We’ve created this guide to provide you with some of the introductory instruction you’ll need in
order to start using Bartender. You should use it as a guide to help you explore the software and
start testing its functionality.
Feel free to contact your Product Consultant if you have any questions, or you can email
bartender@buildsoft.com.au.
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Grouping in Cubit
The ability to Group and Re-Sort a Job has always been paramount to Cubit and Global
Estimating. And now with Cubit 8, you can do this in one Job. You can Group and Re-sort your
Jobs, and change between the different Views from one Job. Any changes to your estimate will
be reflected instantly in your Grouped Views.
You can apply Codes to your Job by clicking Edit Columns from the Code group in the
Configuration tab in the ribbon.

Adding a Code Column

The Group mapping window will open with a list of available Code Groups that you can map to.
Check the box to the right of the Code Group you wish to Group by and click Ok.

Choosing a Code Group

In Cubit, Live Grouping only works with Rate Codes, which means you can only apply
Grouping Codes to the Item sheet and Rate sheet.
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A Code Column for the Code Group you selected will added to the Item sheet and Rate
sheet, you can then go through and select the Trade Package that each Item belongs to. You
can select multiple Items at any one time to Group faster, and even Group Items from a Price
List.

Using the Code Column

To create a Grouped View, click the Grouped Views tab inside the Item sheet and then click
the Plus icon. The Group on Rate code window will open, and you can customise how you
wish to sort the view. Name the Group, choose what level to Inspect the Rates to, and choose
the Description of the New Items. When you’re ready, click Group.

Choose how you will Group a Job

Your Grouped Views are Read only and cannot be edited, but any changes made to your
Estimate will be reflected instantly in your Grouped Views.

More information on Grouping a Job can be found in the Cubit User Guide.
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Sending a Job to Bartender
From Cubit click Send from the Bartender group in the Home tab in the ribbon.

Send a Job to Bartender

If you haven’t entered your Bartender login details already, you will be prompted to enter your
Username and Password.

Login to Bartender

By default, the Name and Job Code of your Bartender Job will match Cubit, but you can
change these. If you have a Grouped Job, this will be selected by default. If you have created
multiple Views, you can choose which one to use; you can also upload your Estimate directly.
Once you have picked a Group and created a Job in Bartender, you can’t change it.

Create a Bartender Job
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Quantities are required for all Items when sending a Job to Bartender. If any Item does not have
a quantity when you are sending your Job, you will be able to Set empty quantities to 1 or 0,
or you can click Cancel to manually enter quantities.

Setting Quantities

If your Job is successfully sent to Bartender, a confirmation window will show. Click OK to
continue.

Success

IMPORTANT: When you send your Job from Cubit to Bartender, Factor will be applied to any
Quantity. The Markup, Job Adjustments, and Sales Tax will not be sent to Bartender.
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Your Job in Bartender
You can open Bartender directly by clicking Open from the Bartender group in the Home tab in
the ribbon. If you click Open from a Job that is in Bartender, you will open that Job in Bartender.

Open Bartender

Alternatively, you can go directly to Bartender by going to au.mybartender.co in your internet
browser.

Open Bartender

We highly recommend using Google Chrome as your internet browser and having Bartender
maximised in a monitor with a resolution of 1920x1080. Bartender works optimally to this setting
and is not designed to work for smaller screens.
If you have any issues logging into Bartender, please contact your Product Consultant at
Buildsoft.
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After logging into Bartender, you will see the Job List page. Your Job List page is a list of the
Jobs available in Bartender, the default status filtered for you will be your open Jobs.

Bartender Job List

Click on the name of any Job to open it, and you will be directed to the Job Details page. This
page has basic information about your Job, from the Cubit Job Manager.
The map will show you the location you set as the Site Address in Cubit. Any Job you send will
also have a Status of Created. From the Job Details page you can change the Status and set
dates for when it is Closing and being Reviewed.

Bartender Job Details

At the top right corner you can see an Overview of a Job. The pie chart will show the
percentage of the Job that has been picked; and you can also see the Total, the Difference of
the Total to the original Estimate from Cubit; and the Closing Date.

Bartender Job Overview
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Adding Quotes
Clicking Trade Packages will take you to the Trade Package Summary page. On the left is the
Trade List, which shows all your Trade Packages and the Estimate of each. You can select the
Trade you want to add a Quote to from the Trade List on the left, and then click Add Quote to
begin.

Trade Packages Summary page

From the Add Quote window, only the Supplier name is required. You can enter a lump sum
amount if you want to use Manual Total, or leave this empty if you want to cost each Item
individually. By default adding a Manual Total will mark all Items as INCL; or alternatively you
can choose to Pro rata from the Estimate or from another Quote. You can add a Contact,
Phone Number and Email for any Company, which will be saved to that Company but can still
be changed for any other Quote.

Add Quote window
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By clicking Comparison, you will see a detailed, itemised Trade Package Comparison page
with a spreadsheet layout, which can be used to build up more detailed Quotes.

Trade Packages Comparison window

From an empty Quote, you can add Rates and Totals which will be added together for the Total
of those Items; this is called a Calculated Total. Alternatively, you can use a Manual Total,
where you can enter a Total and then the Items underneath it will be marked as INCL; but each
cell includes a value that calculates to the Manual Total.

An example of a Calculated Total

An example of a Manual Total

INCL can represent a value under a Manual Total, but under a Calculated Total it will always
be equal to 0.
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From the ribbon on the Trade Packages Comparison page you can navigate between different
Trade Packages, pick winning Quotes, and calculate costs.

The Ribbon on the Trade Packages Comparison screen

The Pick button will let you pick any cell as a winning quote. You can select any one cell, a
combination, or just by clicking the Supplier, you can pick all entered quotes by them.
By default, when you enter a Rate or T
 otal in a quote it will be marked as a Supplier Rate;
these costs will show in black. You can, however, mark a rate as a Temporary Rate, which will
be used to calculate the Plug percentage of a quote. You can select any one cell or a
combination, then click Temp to mark them as a Temporary Rate. A Temporary Rate will
show as red. The same way that you can mark a cell as Temporary, you can mark it as
Supplier, which will not use that cell when calculating a Plug percentage, and change the cell
value to black.

An example of Supplier and Temp Rates

You can type INCL or EXCL into a cell instead of entering a R
 ate or Total, you can also use the
INCL and EXCL buttons. If you are using a Manual Total, then any cell with INCL can
represent a value; however, if you are using a Calculated Total an INCL will equal 0. Any cell
with EXCL will always equal 0.

An example of INCL and INCL in a Manual Total and a Calculated Total
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You can use Fill to quickly copy cells from another Quote or its Adjustment or the Estimate. Just
select the cells you want to insert other values in and then click Fill, and you can select where
you want to copy cells from. When you use Fill, the values that are filled will be used to
calculate the Plug percentage.

An example of Fill from Supplier and Fill from Estimate

When filling from the Estimate, the Rates and Totals will be shown in blue, when filling from
another Quote, the Rates and T
 otals will be shown in purple.
You can change how a Total is calculated with Pro rata. You will keep the same Total, but the
Items under it will be recalculated as per the source you select, which can be the Estimate or
another Supplier.
You can use Go to Empty to quickly go to the first empty cell for a Quote. By default, Empty cell
is selected, so you can click on Go to directly.

Go to Empty cell

Once you have focus on the empty cell, as long as you enter a value, or INCL or EXCL, you can
use Go to Empty to quickly go to the next empty cell. If you leave the cell unentered, then
clicking Go to Empty will have no effect.
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If you click Replace, the Replace window will open where you can choose any Quote from that
Trade Package and replace any Empty Cells with INCL, EXCL or Pro rata (Estimate).

Replace window

If you choose to Pro rata from Estimate, the Total field will be shown. You can enter a value in
the Total field to prorate it from the Estimate.
You can use the Display options to show or hide columns.

Display options

By default, Bill Reference, Cheapest, Average, and Supplier Quote are unchecked. You can
click on them to show those columns in your Trade Package Comparison page.
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Comparing Quotes
When you have one or more Quotes, you can easily compare them from the Trade Package
Summary page. Picked will show the total of any picked Items, and it can include more than
one Quote. You will also be able to see the Cheapest and Average totals from your Quotes.
Your Estimate will show the Total estimated from Cubit, and in brackets you will see how many
Items are within that Trade Package. Your Quotes will be listed underneath that in order of
creation.
The Estimate Totals in the Trade List will change to the Picked Total of that Trade Package and
appear green to let you know it is Picked.

Trade Packages Summary page

Each Quote is represented as a new row, and hovering your mouse over a Quote will show you
an overview of that Quote. You’ll see a total broken down into Quote and Adjustment, if there
are any unentered Items within that Quote and if any of those Items (or all of them) are Picked.

Quote Tooltip
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The Plugs graph will show for each individual Quote and against the Picked Total. This will
display how much of the Quote or Picked is marked as a Plug. If you move your mouse over to
the Plugs, you will see a breakdown of the Plugs, including the total value of the Plugs in any
Quote and the breakdown of that Plug.

Plugs Tooltip

A warning icon will be shown against any Quote that has unentered Items, and a larger icon will
be displayed when the Picked Total has some Items unpicked. These icons will also be shown
in the Trade List.
From the Trade Package Summary page, you can also add an Adjustment to a Quote, which
can better allow comparison between different Quotes. Click the vertical ellipses (three dots
atop each other) on the right of any Quote, and select Add Adjustment. You can Edit or Delete
an Adjustment from the same menu.
You will be able to Duplicate Quote, Adjust Quote by percentage or Adjust Quote by value.

Add Adjustment window

You can Add Adjustment from the Trade Package Comparison page, too. Click the down
arrow at the top left of the Quote next to the Supplier name, and then click Add Adjustment.
You can Delete an Adjustment from the same menu.
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Add Adjustment from Trade Package Comparison page

By default, when you Add Adjustment, only the Adjustment Quote will show in the Trade
Package Comparison page. You can see the Quote and Adjustment Quote side by side if you
click Display and check Supplier Quote.
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Reviewing Trade Packages
If you click Review you will be taken to the Review page, which will allow you to see all the
Trade Packages, as well as Submitted and Picked Quotes.
You can click on the name of a Trade Package t o go to that Trade Package. For each Trade
Package you will see the Estimate from C
 ubit and all of your entered Quotes. If you have
picked a Supplier, it will have a teal background. If you have picked more than one Quote for a
Trade Package you will also see a new Quote called Combined, which combines the picked
Items into one Quote to review.
The Opp column will show the Opportunity; which is the difference between the picked Quote
and the Cheapest. By default, you will see the Plugs column, which will show the total Plugs for
the Picked Items for a Trade Package. If you want to see the Cover of a Job (the opposite of
Plugs) you can click on the Plugs heading.
The Diff column will show the difference between the Estimate and Picked, and the Picked
column will show the Picked total.
You can add a further adjustment to a Trade Package from the Adj column. When sending
picked rates to Cubit, any adjustment here will be pro rated to all picked Items within that Trade
Package.

Review page
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Adding Notes
You can add Notes to a Job, to a Trade Package, and comment directly on a cell.
From the Details and Reports pages of a Job, the Notes pane on the right will allow you to
make a Note for the Job.

An example Note from the Details page.

Type any notes or comments where the text reads Add note here, and then click Comment.
Your Note will be saved with your user name, and the time and date the Note was added. You
can edit the Note with the pencil icon or delete a Note with the cross icon.
When adding a Note to the Trade Package Summary or Comparison page, the Note will be
created to the currently selected Trade Package. From the Review page, the Note also reflects
the selected Trade Package. Also from the Trade Package Comparison and Review pages,
you can minimise the Notes pane by clicking the minimise arrow at the top right corner of the
pane.

An example Note from the Details page.
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Reporting from Bartender
If you click the Report tab under a Job, you will be taken to the Reports page, where you can
access the various reports you can use from Bartender and access any Notes for that Job.
You will be able to generate a Manual Adjustment Summary, a Trade Packages Overview
and a Trade Summary (focussing on Rates, Totals or both.) There is also a brief description of
each report type.
You also have the option beside each report to generate a PDF or EXCEL version of each
report. There are some differences between two generated types.
PDF reports are perfect for printing and having a print ready format. Only PDF reports include a
header (with Job name, Client Name, and Job Description), a footer (page numbers, generated
by information) and the column names are carried over on each page.
EXCEL reports for Manual Adjustment Summary and Trade Packages use SUM Totals for
some columns, so you can easily see how changes affect your Totals. EXCEL reports do not
include headers, footers, Job details or carry over columns when printing.

Reports page
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Manual Adjustment Summary
The Manual Adjustment Summary is a report that closely resembles the Review page for a
Job. This report is best used to compare Quote totals at the Trade Package level against the
Estimate and Picked totals.
The PDF report will show up to 8 Quotes.

Manual Adjustment Summary (PDF)

There is no limit to the Quotes that will be shown in the EXCEL report.

Manual Adjustment Summary (Excel)
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Trade Packages Overview
The Trade Packages Overview is a report that shows the added or omitted picked Totals as
they compare to the Estimate. It also shows the plug percentage and the Trade adjustments.

Trade Packages Overview (PDF)

The formulas calculating the Total will be maintained in the Excel export.

Trade Overview Report (Excel)
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Trade Summary
The Trade Summary is a report detailing the Estimate, Quotes and Picked total for every Item
in all Trade Packages. There are 3 types of Trade Summary reports you can generate, Trade
Summary of Supplier Rates, Trade Summary of Supplier Totals and Trade Summary of
Supplier Rates & Totals.
The PDF report will show up to 8 Quotes.

Trade Summary with Rates and Totals (PDF)

There is no limit to the Quotes that will be shown in the EXCEL report.

Trade Summary Report (Excel)
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Receiving Picked Quotes to Cubit
As long as you have one or more Items picked, you can receive your Picked Rates back into
your Cubit. To receive your Job from Cubit, click Receive from the Bartender group in the
Home tab in the ribbon.

Receive a Job in Cubit

If your Job in Cubit has been changed after it was last sent to Bartender, you will be asked to
Send your Estimate to Bartender.

Receive a Job in Cubit

Before you receive a Job from Bartender, a Receive Bartender Job window will open. You will
see the Bartender Name, the Picked total, the Picked Difference; which is the difference
between the current and previous received Bartender Job. You will also see the Total of the
Estimate as in Cubit; and Last Received date and time.

Receive Bartender Job
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The Picked Rates received from Bartender will show in teal in the Rate or Total columns of the
Estimate View and the Grouped View in Cubit.

An example of Picked Rates in Cubit

You can hide your Picked Rates by clicking Hide Picked from the Bartender group in the
Home tab in the ribbon.

Hide Picked
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Restoring a Job
You can export and restore your Bartender Job at anytime from the Jobs page. Restoring a Job
will return a Job only to a previous version of that Job, and will update your Estimate, Quotes
and Picked Suppliers.
You can export and restore any Job from the Jobs page. You can access Export Job and
Restore Job from the Options of any Job, which appear from the vertical ellipsis on the far right
of each Job.

Job Options

When exporting a Job, Name, E
 xported by, and Exported on will be provided for you. You can
add any details or notes for that Job to the Comment field. This Comment will be displayed if
you restore the Job with this exported version.

Exporting a Job

A restored Job will maintain its connection to Cubit. Even though the Estimate will now reflect
that when the Job was restored, when you Update Job from Cubit, your Estimate will be
updated.
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Managing Users
An Admin can manage the Users associated to that account. There are no limits to how many
users can be set as an Admin to an account, but an account must have at least 1.
Only an Admin will be able to access the Users page, this page can be accessed by clicking
the account menu, which appears at the top right of your Bartender page.

Account Menu

The User Management page will list all Users created for your account, by default only Active
Users will be displayed. You will see a number of fields for each Users, including Name, Email,
Last Active date and time, Account Type, assigned Jobs, Created date, Verified Status amd
Account Status.

User Management page
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Next to the Add User button, you will see a message indicating how many activated users your
account has, if you have an available spot you can add a new User.
When you click Add User, a new window will appear. To create a new User you will be required
to enter a First Name, Last Name and Email. You can include a phone number if you want,
too. By default any User you create will also be created as a User, you can change this to
Manager or Admin.

Add User window
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Shortcut Keys
We have introduced a few shortcut keys to help you get around Bartender and help with some
simple actions.
The available shortcut keys will work on the Trade Packages page.

We will be looking at implementing more as we go, so you can more easily build and compare
Quotes.
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